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ABSTRACT 
This paper investigates the matrix equation A”’ = dl + AJ, where A is a rational 
circulant. Here d and A are rational numbers, Z is the identity matrix, and 1 is the 
matrix with every entry equal to 1. A necessary and sufficient condition is given for 
the existence of matrices satisfying this equation. Also, it is shown that there is no 
nontrivial solution if entries of A are restricted to take only values 0 and 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be a matrix of order u. We let I denote the identity matrix of order 
v, and J the matrix of order u with every entry equal to 1. A circulant is a 
special matrix in which each row (except the first) is obtained from the 
preceding row by shifting the elements cyclically one column to the right. 
The matrix equation 
A”‘=dZ+hI 0.1) 
where A is a (0,l) matrix has been studied by [5]. Moreover, in [2,3,7,8,9], 
cases for d = 0 or m = 2 has been considered. In the present paper, we are 
concerned with finding solutions to the matrix equation (1.1) where d and A 
are rational numbers and A is a circular& with rational entries. For the case 
m = 2, we have a complete answer given by [4]. We shall try to extend the 
result in [4] and find a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
solutions to Equation (1.1). Finally, it wilI be shown that there is no nontrivial 
(0,l) circulant solution. Note that, for this case, both d and X are integers. 
In the rest of this section, we list some useful lemmas from the literature. 
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For a circnlant A, we define its Hull polynomial B(x) by letting e(x) = 
CY:araixi, where (a a,...,~~_~) is the first row of A. As a pamlIe result of 
Theorem 2.3 of [5] and Theorem 2.1 of [4], we have 
LEMMA 1.1. A necessary and suj$cient condition for a circulant A to 
satisfy A” = dl + A I is that its Hull polynomial satisfies 
e(x)” = d + AT(x) mod x” - 1, (1.2) 
whereT(x)=l+r+ ..e +x0-r. 
Let &,(x) denote the manic polynomial satisfied by the primitive wth 
roots of unity, that is, the w th cycZotomic poZynomiuZ. Also define 5; as a 
primitive wth root of unity. By replacing 2 with m in Theorem 2.3 of [4], we 
get the next lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. Zf a rational polynomial B(x) satisfies (1.2), then the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There exists a rational number k such that k” = d + hv. 
(ii) For each divisor w of v, w # 1, there exists a rational polynomial 
O,(x) such that O&,)m = d. 
Conversely, if the conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then there exists a 
unique rational poZyrwmiu2 8(x) mod& x0 - 1 satisfying (1.2) and the 
congruences f?( x ) = O,( x ) mod +U( x). 
Lastly we need a lemma for integral polynomials. This lemma will be an 
important tool when we consider (0,l) circulants. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let p be a prime. Suppose g(x) is an integral polynomial of 
degree v such that 
g([i)=Omodp 
for 1 < j & v - 1. 
(i) Zf p + v, then 
g(x)=pf(x)+c(l+x+ ... +x’-‘) 
for some f(x) E E[x] and c E z. 
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(ii) Zfp I u, then 
p-1 
id4 = Ph(4+.m c xi”‘p 
i=O 
Proof, (i) is only a particular case of Lemma 2.12 of [l]. Now, put 
o = op’ where p t w and r > 1. With g({,,,) = 0 mod p for all u I w, we have 
for some f,(x) E B[x]. Put 
where p is the Mobius function. By Theory developed in section 1II.D of [l], 
we have, for ail u I o, 
and hence wg(x)= pf(x) mod C~Z~X~~~‘~‘, since 13,,,+up(x)= C~:&iwp’~‘. 
Also, we can find integers a and b such that aw + bp = 1. Thus, (ii) foUows, as 
p-1 
p(uf(x)+ bg(x)) =g(x) mod c xiwp’-‘. n 
i=O 
2. ON RATIONAL CIRCULANTS 
In this section, we shah build up the necessary and sufficient condition 
step by step. First, let us see some simple necessary conditions 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a rational circulunt of order v > 1. Zf A satisfies 
A”‘=dZ+hI, then 
(i) d + Xv is a rational m th power; 
(ii) if m is odd, then d is a rational m th power; and 
(iii) if m is even, then d2 is a rational m th power. 
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Proof. Consider the HaU polynomial B(x) of A. We have Ok = d + 
U(x) mod x” - 1 by Lemma 1.1. Then (i) follows from /3(l)m = d + hv. For 
(ii) and (iii), note that tY([?)” = d, which gives lfl({i)l’ = @({f)S(<;j) = (d12/” 
for all j * 0 mod v, where S; is a primitive vth root of unity. In particular, we 
have 
ald12’m = ue(s;)oe(s;l) = ld12’“’ 
for all (I E Gal(Q({,)/Q), and ld12/” must be a rational number. Hence (ii) 
and (iii) follows automatically. n 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a rational circulunt of order v > 1. If A satisfies 
A”’ = dl + X.l such that 2 I m and d is not a rational m th power, then v is a 
power of an odd prime p, and d is the product of a rational m th power with 
the (m/2)th power of ( - l)(P-‘)/$. 
Proof. Let m = 2%, where 2 t n and a 2 1. Put 4(x) = O(x)n, where 
8(x) is the Hall polynomial of A. Note that B = A” is a circulant satisfying 
B2”= dl + A./, By Theorem 2.1, we learn that d2 is a rational 2*th power 
while d itself is not a 2% power. Put d2 = a2’, where a can be taken either 
positive or negative. Hence by the fact $({,“)““= d = + a2”-’ for h s 0 mod 
v, we have 
for some h’ depending on h. 
We shall prove this theorem in three steps: first step to show v is odd; 
second step to show v = p’ for some odd prime p; and third step to show 
d = (~~p*)“/~ for some y E a9 where p* = ( - l)‘p-‘)/2p. 
Step 1: Suppose 2 I v. Then $( - 1)2” = d, and this contradicts the fact 
that d is not a rational 2Yh power. Thus v must be odd. 
Step 2: Let p, q be prime divisors of v. By (2.1), we deduce that 
for some integer p. Hence $({,) E Q(~2~+l,)nQ($J. Since p is odd, if p # q, 
then we have (2”q, p)= 1 and $({,) must be rational. Thus, d = I/I&,)“” is a 
rational 2% power, which is impossible. So v = p’ for some odd prime p. 
Step 3: Since +(lp)” = a{$+, E a(~2m+l)nQ({p), we have a<&!+, E Q and 
hence J/({,)” = k a. Without loss of generality, we may choose a such that 
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$({,)” = a. It is obvious that a is not a rational square; otherwise d would 
have to be a 2% power. Hence a = z2p* for some x E Q, because Q(p) is 
the unique quadratic subfield in Q(&) (see [lo, p. 2601). With 
d = 4,([p)2’ = a2n-‘= ( z~P*)~‘-‘, 
by Theorem 2.1, d is a rational nth power, and we conclude that d = (~~p*)“‘/~ 
forsomeyEQ. n 
By combining the necessary conditions in Theorem 2.1 and 2.2, we find 
that they are also sufficient. 
THEOREM 2.3. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
rational circulant of order v > 1 satisfying the matrix equation A”’ = dl + XJ 
are 
(i) d + hv is a rational m th power, and 
(ii) d is a rational m th power unless m is even and v is a power of an odd 
prime p, in which case, d can also be the product of a rational m th power 
with the (m/2)th power of ( - l)‘p-1)/2p. 
Proof, The necessity has been shown in Theorem 2.1 and 2.2. It remains 
to prove the sufficiency. 
If d is a rational mth power, say d = b”‘, then put O,(x) = bx’- for each 
divisor o ( # 1) of v, where i, is any nonnegative integer satisfying mi, = 0 
mod o. The existence of solutions to A”’ = dZ + Xl can be guaranteed by 
applying Lemmas 1.2 and 1.1. 
On the other hand, if 2 I m, v = p’ for an odd prime p, and d = (y2p*)“‘12 
where p* = ( - l)(p-1)/2p, then put 
p-1 
O,.(x) = yr’3 c (t/p)%?’ 
t=0 
for 1~ s Q r, where (t/p) is the Legendre symbol and i, is any nonnegative 
integer satisfying mi, = 0 mod p”. Since O,&,,)” = y2{:j~p* (see [6, p. 72]), 
the existence of solutions to A” = dl + XJ follows from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.1. 
n 
Let d + hv = k”‘. Here are some examples of nontrivial circulants satisfy- 
ingA”‘=dl+h_k 
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(i) If d = b”, then 
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A=bI+=, 
V 
is one solution. 
(ii) If v is an odd prime, m is even, and d = (YV*)“‘/~, then for a circulant 
B with Hall polynomial e(x) = yCY;,‘(t/p)x’, 
is one solution, 
3. (0,l) CIRCULANT 
From the proof of Theorem 2.1, we find that the Hall polynomial e(x) of 
A satisfies 
f3(x)e(x?) = IdI 2/n’+[0(1)-]d]2/m](l+x+ ... +T”-i)modx”-1 
if A is of (0,l) entries. Then e(x) will correspond to a (v, k, k - Id 12/nL)-cyclic 
difference set (see [l]) where k = e(1). With this fact, we shall prove that no 
nontrivial (0,l) circulant satisfies A” = dZ + XJ. 
THEOREM 3.1. The only (0,l) circulants satisfying A”’ = dZ + hJ for 
some integers d and A are 0, P, J- P, and J, where 0 is the zero matrix of 
order v and P is any circulunt with Hall polynomial 0(x ) = xi for some integer 
i such that mi = 0 mod v. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let v > 1. Suppose there is a (0,l) 
circulant satisfying A”’ = dZ + hJ with e(x) as its Hall polynomial. Regard 
e(x) as the Hall polynomial of the corresponding cyclic difference set. If we 
can show that d = 0 or f 1, then e(x) must be of the form 0, xi, T(x)- xi, or 
T(x) (see [l, p. 2]), where T(x)= I+ x + . . . + x”-l, and hence our theorem 
follows. Therefore, it suffices to show d = 0 or f 1. 
Let us assume there is a prime p dividing d, that is, d z -t 1. We are going 
to prove d = 0. 
If p and v are relatively prime, then by Theorem 2.3, we have p”’ I d and 
hence e( {,!)“I = d = 0 mod pm for 16 j G v - 1. With the unique ideal 
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factorization property of I!({,), we get &St) = 0 mod p. Applying Lemma 
1.3(i), we have e(x) = pf(x)+ CT(X) for some c E Z and f(x)= Z[x]. Since 
e(x) is a (0,l) polynomial, the only possible solutions are 8(x) = 0 or T(x), 
and hence d = 0. 
Now, suppose p I 2). By a well-known result on cyclic difference sets, we 
havek(v-k)=(u-1)Id12/m, where k = 6(l). Since p is a common divisor 
of u and ldj’/“‘, it is obvious that p” I d and hence (I({!) = 0 mod p for 
16 j Q u - 1. Apply Lemma 1.3(ii), we have 
13(x)=pf1(x)+fi(x) E P’p, 
i-0 
where fr(x) = CY;$zixi, fs(x) = Cy,/P,-‘b,x’ E Z[x]. Then, for 0 f i < u/p 
and 0 G j -C p, we have pai+ic,p + bi = 0 or 1, and obviously a, = ai + jC,p. So 
8(x) = 0 mod ,T~~arxi”“P and d = @(<,)“’ = 0. n 
The author wishes to thank the referee for his ualuable suggestions. 
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